Abstract. Using techniques developed by Wage and Przymusinski, we construct an inverse limit sequence (Xn, /J with limit space X such that each Xn is Lindolöf with dim Xn ■» 0, where dim denotes covering dimension, while X is normal with dim X > 0. The space X is a counterexample to several conjectures in Topology.
X--<xn < xn+x < x < xn+x < X" < X + -.
n n Let {(Aa, Ba): a < u(c)} be the collection of all pairs of countable subsets of A2 with \A9 n Ti£ n A| uncountable, where w(c) is the first ordinal of cardinality c and A is the diagonal of I2. For each a < w(c) and each « in A/, choose xa in Ax,
(XL XL) m Aa and (x3m, x^,) in Tia so that p(jc¿,, xa) < l/n, x'm < xa and xß < xa for ß < a and i = 1, 2, 3, 4, where <\ is a well-ordering on I. For n, m in N and x in I, we define a set Ti^(x) containing x as follows. For x in A2 u • • • IM"+1 U 04, -{*": a < u(c)}), B£(x) = {x}. For x in U"_n+2^t, B"(x) = [jc~, jCj^j. On {xa: a < 03(c)}, B£ is defined by transfinite induction.
Assuming it has been defined for all ß < a, we set B¿ixa) = {xa}u iBZ+^ix^y.k > 2m, i = 1, 2, 3, 4). In the sequel, X, Xn denote (/, t), (/, t"), respectively, and/^,: Xm -» A^ denotes the identity function. It is readily verified that X is the limit space of the inverse limit sequence (X",fnm). Thus, since also ind X" = 0, dim X" = 0. Proof. Let F be an uncountable p-closed set of / with E n F = 0, and suppose U, V are disjoint open-and-closed sets of Ax with E r\ Ax c U, F n Ax c F and il, = y U r7. Then F is uncountable and V n Fp is countable, otherwise, for some a < u(c), Aa, Ba would be countable p-dense subsets of U2, V2, respectively, and hence xa would be in U n V. Also Up u V = Ap = X and, since /4, n £ is p-dense in E, E c ¿7". Hence X -Up = V -If is an uncountable p-open set of / contained in X -E with p-boundary contained in the countable set Up n V". We conclude that dim A, > 0 and hence dim X > 0. Remark 1. A space is called Af-compact if it is the inverse limit of countable discrete spaces. A zero-dimensional T2 Lindelöf space is N-compact, and so is the inverse limit of A^-compact spaces. Hence X is N-compact although dim X > 0.
Przymusiúski's space in [7] has the same property. Spaces exhibiting the same pathology were previously constructed in [3] and [5] . Remark 2. Kelley [2, p. 209 ] has conjectured that a topologically complete space with the property that the family of all neighbourhoods of its diagonal is a uniformity is paracompact. A1 is a counterexample to this conjecture. For if X were paracompact, since it is also locally countable, we would have dim X = loc dim X = 0.
